#1658 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The series of 4’s (fours)
leading up to and surrounding the latter day(s) fulfillment of Daniel 8:9 through Harry
Truman and the Atomic Bomb, part 4f, The Four Years from the Atlantic Charter to the
Atomic Bomb: The Lord ordained Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms’ words of “with the crash of
a (Nazi) bomb” to point to the prophetic relationship between the Four Freedoms and the
crash of the (U.S.) atomic bombs
Review (from the previous Unsealing): The Atlantic and the Pacific. At the time of the Atlantic
Conference and the issuance of the Atlantic Charter, the object aggressor was Nazi Germany, for
the United States had not yet been attacked by Japan. Thus, the end of the war theme attached to
the Atlantic Charter had as its focus the end of the war with Nazi Germany in the Atlantic and
European theatre, but, in the fulfillment of prophecy surrounding 4’s (fours), the end of the war
(World War II) was actually fulfilled through the end of the war with Japan in the Pacific
theatre, which truly brought World War II to an end.
New Material: Franklin D. Roosevelt on the Four Freedoms:
“The fourth is freedom from fear – which, translated into world terms, means a worldwide
reduction of armaments to such a point and in such a thorough fashion that no nation will be in a
position to commit an act of physical aggression against any neighbor – anywhere in the world.
That is no vision for a distant millennium. It is a definite basis for a world attainable in our own
time and generation. That kind of world is the very antithesis of the so-called new order of
tyranny which the dictators seek to create with the crash of a bomb.”
Key Understanding: The Lord ordained Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms’ words of “with the
crash of a (Nazi) bomb” to point to the prophetic relationship between the Four Freedoms
and the crash of the (U.S.) atomic bombs.
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Daniel 8:9 (KJV) And OUT OF ONE OF THEM [the second Syria, the United States]
CAME FORTH A LITTLE HORN, which waxed EXCEEDING GREAT, toward THE
SOUTH [Theodore Roosevelt and the Panama Canal, constructed as a result of the SpanishAmerican War], and toward THE EAST [the Philippines, acquired as a result of the
Spanish-American War], and toward THE PLEASANT LAND [Harry Truman, through the
double events of the dropping of the Pu-239 August 9, 1945, atomic bomb – which
occurred 4 years after the initial Roosevelt-Churchill Atlantic Conference meeting on
August 9, 1941 – and the May 14-15, 1948, U.S.-recognized birth of Israel, preceded by
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was elected to his 4th (fourth) term in ‘44, and the Four
Freedoms of January 6, 1941, in prophetic concert with the March 6, 1941, death of Gutzon
Borglum and the pre-World War II completion of Mount Rushmore, and, finally, with the
capping off of the Mount Rushmore Memorial through the completion of a scaled-down
version of its Hall of Records on August 9, 1998].
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